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IJ.ITRODUUT.LO1'. 

The century just closed has been one of groat advance- 

ment in the application of electric power to commercial 

purposes. VIith the first advent o± this application, 

pioneers in the field realized the necessity of measur- 

ing devices, both as a means of control and as a means 

for charging the consumer for the po'.ier supplied. 

It became necessary to measure volts, amperes and watts, 

the exact measuring of which was of prime importance to t1 

producer as well as the consumer. The exactness of the 

readings of these measuring devices, as In all instances 

where chosen units aro involved, had to be referred to a 

standard. The method o-f checking commercial instruments 

against the accepted standard, the errors involved, the 

selection of instruments to perform this checking that 

admit of speed as well as accuracy is the object of this 

thesis. 

In large generating stations, a laboratory for check- 

ing ll of their measuring instruments is an absolute 

necessity. Switchboard instruments must be checked, the 

watt-hour meters placed upon thu premises of the consumer 

must undergo a similar operation, all of which calls for 

portable secondary standards which in turn must be chocked 
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repeatedly against absolute primary standards. 

The process mentioned involves errors of observ tion 

and. the errors inherent in the instruments themselves, the 

latter necessitating a discussion of the type of commer- 

cial instruments and the cause for their inherent errors, 

also a discussion as to he refinement necessary and to 

show the cases where the correction for the inherent error 

would be negligible in opar1sÓn ith the error of 

observation. 

TYPES OF IiDICATING ELECTRICAL SURING IITSTRUMENTS. 

Indic'ting electrical measuring instruments may be 

divided into three cisses viz., first, those adapted for 
use on direct current only; second, those that may be used 

on either alternating or direct current; third, those that 

may be used on alternating current only. 

The following are the types: 

For uso on direct current only, 

Permanent magnet moving coil. 

For use on alternating and direct current, 

Electro -d.ynamometer. 

hlectro-magnetic. 

Electrostatic. 

Hot-wire. 
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For uo on altern:iting-current only, 

Induction. 

DIRCT-CURRfNT flTSTRUMFNTS. (Permanent mignet moving coil). 
A common form of commercial instrument for measuring 

direct current and voltage is the permanent magnet, moving 

coil type, in principle essentiilly tht of the D'Arsonval 

glvanometer. It consists of a light coil free to turn in 
the field of a fixed permanent magnet. 

Reforring to Fig. i A is a permanent mìgnet made of 

steel, are soft iron pole pieces so shaped. to give a 

uniform radial field in which the coil Q moves. 

f;'9 ¡ 

A soft iron cylinder D fastened to the frame of the 
instrument is placed inside of the coil. It offers an easier 
path from pole to poie and also maker the field in the air 

c 
gap uniforinA which is of prime importance. 
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The movemnt of the coil is opposed by two spiral 

springs, one at each end of the coil C; the springs are 

coiled in opposite directions so that one is twisted while 

the other is untwisted during the movement of the coil. 

This compensates for possiba.o non-uniformity of the spr1ng. 

u!ithout the springs the needle would be deflected to the 

end of the scalo with an current. 

The force acting on thu coil i proportional to the 

current flowing and the strength of the field in which lt 

is placed.. There-fore 

F = k I II' 

where H' Is the constant field flux between the poles of 

the permanent magnet and k is a constant. The only quantity 

that may be varied is I which would produce a correspond- 

ing variation in F. The force F is opposed. by the action 

of the spring which follows Hooke's laws Therefore the 

deflection is proporti3nal to the current flowing. 

Since the instrument gives a deflection proportional 

to the current flowing, it is in reality an ammeter, 

4 whether used as such ora voltmeter. This proportionality 

to current flowing has the advantage of allowing an open 

scale or one with equal scale divisions. V!hen used as a 

voltmeter the moving coil C Fig. 1 is composed of many 

turns of fine wire and a resistance coil is connected In 
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series with lt. The value of this resistance is so chosen 

that a given maximum voltage will cause the current corres- 

pond.ing to a full scale deflection to flow through the coil. 

A given voltmeter may serve for a viriet;: of ranges 

by varying tho amount of resistance in series with it. 

Some manufacturers of instruments have ranges on their volt- 

metersfrom 0-3 to O-750. This Is accomplished as shorrn in 

Fig. 2 where is the movable coil and R1, R, R3, etc. are 

the resistances in series with lt. 

7j-o 
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The perrinant mflj;:1et,tnOving coil type of instrument 

is as was pointed out essentially an ammeter and. when small 

currents are to be measured, they may be passed directly 

through; when the current to be measured exceeds that 

corresponaing to a ±uÏl scale deflection, it becomes 

necessarj to divert a portion of it through a circuit con- 

nected in parallel with the coil. By this means it is 

possible to measure heavy currents being passed through a 

suitable low resistance, called a 'shunt'T, from two points 

on which leads run to the Instrument. 
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The shunt is connected into the line AA Fig. 3 in 

which lt is desired to measure the current. 

9 

.L,n. 

The Instrument B Itself is but a millivoitmeter which 

measures the diop In potent,il across the terminals CC of 

the shunt. Assume, for inst-ance, that the resistance of the 

shunt is 0.01 ohm and the maximum reading of the instrument 

is O millivolts. i3y Ohm's law the current in the line 

l'or a full scale doflection Is, 

i 0020 
= 2 amperes. 

R 0.01 

In commercial Instri.iments, the shunts and millivolt- 

meters are usually calibrated together, and the sci.le roads 

directly in aeres instead of mull-volts. 

In order to reduce the voltage necessary for a full 

scale deflection in a moving-coil Instrument for current 

measurement, it is customary to wind the moving coil with 

a much s11er number of turns than In the case of the 

voltmeter. The wire used is considerably larger. 

The sources that will causo variation in this type of 

instrument aro due to changing temperature, stray magnetic 

fiold, change of magnets and springs with timo, overload, 
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mechanical vibration or other service conditions, 

LT!RNàTING AIID DIWCT CURR'1IT INSTRUMEIITS. 

Eleetrodyiiamometer. 

Electromagnetic. 

Electrostatic. 
Hot -vii re 

ELECTRODYLLIOLTER. The electrodynarnometer type i probably 

the most valuable, all things considered. These instruments 

have a stationary and. movable coil; the two coilbeing 
connected in series attract each other when a current flows 

through them. Spiral springs used as a controlling force 

for the movable coil hold it at a certain angle with the 

stationary coil when no current is flowing. 

\Then a current is flowing through the coils the moving coil 
tends to place itself in a plano parallel to that of the 
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stationary coil, producing a deflection which is read on 

the sotie. 

The torque exerted upon the moving system, for a given 

relative position of the two coils, is proportiontl to the 

s uare of the current strength. Expressed algebraically 

where T= torque and k a constant 

T = k x I(mov.) x I(sta.) 

This shows th .t the deflection of the instrument 

will vary as the square of thc current, which means that the 

se tle will not be uniform as in the Oase of the permaneflt 

magiiet moving coil type. .ecause the coils are connected in 

series, the instrument becomes equally applicable for 

direct or alternating current since the current changes 

simuitaneousl in both and the attraction between them 

does not reverse. 

The electrodynamometer is the most reliable form of 

ammeter; when used as a voltmeter, its coils are made of 

fine wire, and an auxiliary non-inductive resistance is 

connected in series with the coils. The small wire and 

consequently more turns in the voltmeter tend to increase 

the inductance, and the effect of the inductance of a 

voltmeter Is to make an instrument which has been cali.- 

brated on direct-current indicate less than the value 
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(efioctive) of an alternating electromotive force, the 
error being greater the higher the frequency. This may be 

shown s follows assuinming that the alternating electro- 
motive force is harmonic. 

Let I be the direct current in the instrument that 
flows duo to the direct electromotive force through the 
resistance .t, then the doflection d is proportional to 
I'. tlso let i be the effective value of alternating 
current that is caused to flow by e through the impedance 

Z and give the same deflection d. 

If 12 gives a deflection d. and i tho saine deflection 
then I must equal ut ß/R2 a 

2 eE/Z2. 
2 Equating I and i we have, 

2 E -"S -2 w z 

whence eZh/ - VR +wzLi. E/R 

where w= 2rf, f= frequency in cycles per second, L= the 
inductance in henrys. 

Therefore to produce the sme deflection on alternat- 
ing as on direct current, the alternating electromotive 
force must be z/R times as large. The magnitude of the 

error is evident, taking the data of a Vlestinghouso volt- 

meter the inductance of which is 70 millihenrys, 1000 ohms 

resistance; using a frequency of 60 cycles and a direct 
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electromotive force of 100 volte and substituting in the 

above equation, we have 

xlOO = 100.34 volts. 

Thus it may be seen when the ratio of L/R which is 

sometimes called the 'time constant" is small, the error 

is negligible. 

The Kelvin balance is a modification of the electro- 

dynamometer type of instrument, but this balance changes 

appreciably due to heating, when left in The circuit for 

ny length of time, and have frequency errors which are 

great r the larger the capacity of the instrument. Vlith 

thick wires and high frequencies the current will tend to 

flow near the surface of the wire, and the reading of the 

instrument for a given current will vary to a certain extent 

with the frecjuoncy. 

In order to provide a portable and easily operated 

ammeter of the electrodynamometer typo, several Turopermn 

rnacezs arrange the fixed and moving coils in parallel, so 

that the latter carry only a small part of the current to 

be measured. In order to avoid differences in the division 

of the current, duo to inductance, the time constants of 

the two circuits are made small and as nearly equal as poss- 

ible, by adding non-inductive resistance to each coil, is 

Bureau of Standards iul1etin io. :O. 
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this resistance is of rnanganin the temperature coefficient 

of each circuit is reduced; differences in temperature only 

of the two circuits will introduce error. 

ELICTRLGNETIC INST JÁNTS. This type depends upon the 

action of a coil traversed by a current upon one or more 

pieces of soft iron. In the earlier forms the coil consisted 

of a solenoid with a plunger moving in the center. In the 

light of present day practice this is cons±dored very poor 

design. . more perfect instrument of the same trpeis the 

Thomson inclined-coil. 

The coil Is placed at about forty five degrees to the 

direction o± the shaft; a soft iron vane is mounted on the 

shaftin an inclined position. \Jhon the coil is energized 

.5pr/t75 

5ca/e 

H 

it produces a flux parülel to the axis of the coil; the 

vane tends to move so as to embrace a maximum of lines of 

force. In doing so it turns the shaft, and the deflection 
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is shown on the scale. 

The deflection is proportional to the square of the 

current in the coil. If I be the current in the coil of the 

soft iron instrument md M the corresponding magietic flux 

in the movable vane, the pull on the plunger is proportion- 

al to the product o± current times flux, or 

Torque= k I M. 

The magnetism in the plunger Is produced by the current I; 

with lov7 iron saturation lt may be assumed that M = k' I. 

Substituting 
2 2 

Torqué =kk' I =KI 

Therefore the electromagnetic as well as the electro- 

dynarnometer type will not permit of an evenly divided sci1e 

The electromagnetic instrument may be us'd on either 

direct or alternating current; when intended for use on 

alternting-current circuits they should be calibrated on 

alternating-current, using suitable transfer instruments 

which may be chocked with direct-current standards. The 

voltmeters and ammeters of this type cannot be accurately 

checked on direct-current, as even the mean of the reversed 

readings does not give ai accurate test of the performance 

on alternating-current. Vihen calibrated on alternating 

current they may be used on direct-current with approximate 

results, within 2 or 3 per cent. 
O9e iZo. 
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In most irdicating instrumerts (voltmeters and ammeters) 

where lt is not possible In the construction of the 

Instrument to obtain a uniform and radial field with respect 
to the moving element throughout Its travel, lt may be 

noticed that the scale divisions in midrange are wider 

than at either end. Remembering that In some Instances 
the deflection Is directly proportional to the current 
and in others the deflection is proportional to the square 

of the current, it would apper that in the first case 
the scale divisions should be of equal value and in the 

second case increasing In distance between divisions as 

the high end o tne scale is approched. 
The foregoing as hs been previously stated is not 

realized in ali commerci i instruments, particularly 
the dynamometer and electromtgnetis typos, and. may be 

accounted for in part by saying that there is only one 

position in which the moving eleznent embraces the 

maximum flux, varying on either side as a function of 

the sine, where the angla is defined as being that 
between the plane of the rnoving element and a plane 

perpendicular to the flux. 

In soft iron Instruments the openness of the scale 
may bo controlled within certain limits by suitably 
shaping the moving vane and also its position in the 

field. 
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e ammeters are very slightly affected by frequency 

ch:inges; the voltmeters more so on account of their relatively 

high timo constant. This Is evidont from the study of the 

rtIo, using small wire to keep do;'m power consumption 

necessitates a greater number of' turns for a given torque 

which increases the inductance. 

The Bureau of tandards iìulletin Ib. 20 makes the follow 

Ing comment upon the type of' instrument under discussion: 

"Electromagnetic armetors and voltmeters are practically 

independent of frequency variations; modern well-made 

Instruments show only a few tenths of one percent change 

for as large variations in wave form as would be encountered 

in prctice exàept in the case of vory badly designed 

alternators ." 

Edgecumbe in "Industrial Electrical Measuring Instru- 

ments' gives as the chief disadvantages of moving iron 

instruments, as usually constructed are: (1) large power 

consumption as voltmeters (say 4 to 8 watts por 100 volts): 

() temperature error in voltmeters (say 1/3 to i per cent 

per 100 C. rise in temperature. 

HOT-WIRE IISTRUiTS. If a current is passed through a 

constant resistance, the heat goneratod. is proportional 

to the square of the current. The enorg:r consumed varies 

as the square of the current, and the temperature varies 
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proportionately, consequently as a body brought to different 

temperatures expands and contracts, these variations may be 

used. as a means of measuring current strengths. 

Here again the d.lection is proportional to the 

s uare of the current which results in an open scale at 

one end and crowded togethor at the other. On voltmeters 

this is not objectionable as the range in commercial use 

is within very. narrow limits while the reverse is true or 

the ammeter. 

aor Cardow was the first to use the expansion of a 

wire which is heated by a current for electrical measur- 

ing instruments, ie wire useú. was platinum-silver. There 

are severil instruments on the market of the hot-wire type 

that give good results, among thorn being the Hartinan and 

Braun and tho \Ihitney or Roller as it is sometimes called. 

A description of this well known type is given below as 

being typical. 

The principle on which thesg instrumonts operate will 

be better understood by referring to Fig. 6. A wire AB, of 

high resistanc , low temperature coefficient and nori-oxidiz- 

able metal is secured at one end to i plate, C, passed 

around a pulley, D, secured to a shaft, , and its free end 

brought back again and mechanically, though not electric- 

ally, attached to the same plate,C. Plate, C, is kept under 

stress by the spring, F, which constantly tends to pull it in 

a direction at right anglos with the axis of tho shaft,E, 
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and Is so guided that it crn move In th one direction 
only. To the shaft, E, is likewise secured an arm, G, 

bifurcited at one end and counterweighted a.t the other. 
Between the extremities of the bifurcted ends of the arm, 
G, is another shaft, H, on which there is a small pulley 
and to which is attached the needle, I, that gives the 
desired indications; a fine silk fiber is attached at one 

end to one of the arms of, G, then passes around the pulley 
and the staff, H, and finally has its other extremity 
secured to the other aria, The arms aro springy and serve 
to keep the silk fiber taut. The current to be measured 
flows through the wire, A, only, entering and leaving as 
indicated. Evidently, when is heated by the passage of 
current, it expands, wìch, as A and. B were originally 
under the same tension, makes A's tension relatively less 
than that of B, and equi1ibri'un can be restored only when 

the pulley, D, rotates sufficiently again to equalize the 
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strain. The rotation of D, of course, carries G with it, 
and G, in moving, c.uses the silk fibre to rotate the 

shaft which carries the needle. If the temperature o! the 

air surrounding the inst:uinent chenges, A and B are affected 
alike, and their resulting ejua1 expansion simply results 
In a mbveìnent of the plate,C, back or forth in Its path 

without any tendency to rotatethe pulley. 
The defects of the hot-wire instruntareits large 

consumption of power, uncertainty of zero and Ùg, heating 
"hen left in the circuit. As the working lure must be run 

at a fairly elevated te1nperature to give proper sensibility, 
it is easily damaged by sudden overloads, which would do 

little or no damage to other forms, except tbe possible 
bending of the pointer. 

The good points of the hot-wire instrument, are Its 
independence of frequency, except for very high frequencies 
such as in wireless telegraphy, wave form and stray mag- 

netic fields; the fact that it may be calibrated on direct- 
current and used on alternating current with equal accuracy. 

EL'CTROSTATIO INSTRUMENTS. The range of usefulness of this 
type of instrument lì limited. For high v3ltages up to 

50000 the electrostatic voltmeter hts some marked advantages 

over other types, where the use of potential transformers 
:re not to 'be considered. It has a small ratio of torque 
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to weight of moving parts, hence ±'Lictional errors aro hard. 

to avoid. In principle it depends upon the attraction of 

oppositely charged bodies and the repulsion of simi'arly 

charged ones. 

ALTERÂTING CURRENT flTSTRUI'NTS OITLY. 

INDUCTION TYPE. \Thile the electrodymimomotor, soft iron 

and hot wire instruments may be used on both ñternating- 

current and direct-current, yet their is anothertThe th.t 

has come into commercial prominence, known as the "induc- 

tion meter?, that can be used on alternating-current only. 

Edgecumbe divides this class of instruments into two 

classes: 

(i) Shielded pole type. 

(2) Split circuit type. 

It is a well known fact that if mass of conaucting 

material be placed within the influence of two alternating 

magnetic fields which vary in intensity and. direction .t 

the same rate, but whose maxima arid minima do not occur 

simultaneously, the reaction between the currents thus set 

up in the mass, and the magnetic fields respectively, villi 

if the former be suitably journaled, tend to set it in 

rotation. This principle may be utilized in various ways 

in tho construction of altermi.ting -current instruments. 

The arrangement o the shielaed pole type is shown In 

Fig. 7; the alternating current to be measured flows through 
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the coil,A, on the laminated iron core, B, and produces In 

lt a pulsvting magnotic field. A pivoted .1umInum disk,D, 

D 

u' 

is subjected to the inductive action of this field in the 

air gp of the core; the disk moves due to the influence 

of the eddy currents induced in it, if these currents 

are unsymmetrical with rospectto the flux from the Iron 

core. To produce an unsymmetrical field, a secondary coil, 

E, or a single strip of copper is placed on one side of 

the face of the iron core and short-circuited upon itself. 

The action is as follows: Let E= the electromotive 

force across the terminals of the coil A, axid asswne thit 

the coil has negligible resistance,Then the current i in 

the coil ;ould be in quadrature with the impressed electro- 

motive force E, the flux Ç Is in phase with I. This flux 

causes a current to flow In the short-circuited socond'ry 

in quadrature with it or displaced lO from . l'ho current, 

in th short-circuited secondary would set up a flux In 

phase with it, consequently in quadrature with the fluxe, 

which is the desired result, an unsymmetrical field with 
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the fluxes disp1cod 900. In reality this condition is 

nover realized as there Is resistance in 9il ì, therefore 

the flux will not be in quadrature. This unsmrnertIca1 

fida, will cause motor action in the disK of the Instrument, 

which is controlled by a spira]. spring. 

n induction Instrument of this arrangement Is quite 

sensitive to any change in frequency. In the case of volt- 

meters, partial compensation is possible by making the 

circuit inductive. For any given voltage the flux Is inverse- 

ly proportional to the frequency. The induced currents in the 

moving element are proportina1 to the product of flux and 

frequency, the effect then of frequency is slight. 

In the case of ammeters the compensation for a change 

In frequency is less simple. The usual arrangement is to 

shunt the magnet winding by a non-inductive resIstance, 

whd.ch as th frequency rises, carries a larger portion of 

the total current. This Is at once evident from the figure. 

or a correct reading ot tne instrument for a current, 

I, the current I should remain constant. A rise In 

freuency will cause I to Increase thereby keeping the drop 

of potential across the instrument constant. This as 
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has been stated before is only a partial solution of the 
pr obi e ni. 

Split circuit induction nmoters and voltmeters arc 

constructed on similar lines to the induction wattmeter, 
the phase being split by making one circuit non-inductive, 
and the other highly inductive. In the caso of the 

induction wattmeters it is imperative that the two fluxes 
be displaced by 90°, but with ammeters and voltmeters this 
is immatori.l as an unsymmetrical field is all that is 
necess .ry. 

Referring to Fig. 9 which i diagrammatically the 

principie of the Ferraris induction voltmeter, the action 
is L5 follo's: 

The drum is acted upon by a rotating'magimtic field 
produced by four poles AA aid BB surrounding it. One 

rTiy Ic 

7::: t:::,)) 

: 
: , 

T T 
opposite pair of these oles AL Is energized by the current 
to be mesured, and the other pair by a shunt cirrent which 

s. The wa!-4/ ratc,t,g i5 n,I5Ieac/rn9, ,ea//>'y' tho flux /ô' B 
Q, ct',c'nt 1'2 d;, Y4 f/-x Of hiuì /'ac;t5 Wh'½ that 'f /9 'o rotat,c n. 
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is dispi-iced in phse from the main current by means of 

a choidng coil C in series iith B. 
These main and shunt coils are in parallel betv'een the 

two termintls T and T of the instrument, and the mdn coil 
has non-inductive resistance R in series with it, which 

in the case of the aeter is a low resistance, when th 

choking coil C is not used owing to the coils themselves 

h:iving sufeicient inductance in an ammeter. 

In the induction type instrument an error arises due 

to the chango in temperature of the disk. This is more 

pronounced in the voltmeters than in the ammeters. In the 

voltmeters the current floring should be kept as l; as 

possible and still maintain the required torque. Then the 

temperature oí the aluminum dis increases, its resistance 
is increased, thereby decreasing the current flo':ing in 

the disk. This reduces the torque, and consequently the 

th deflection of the pointer. This is compens ted for 

in meters of low frequencies by shunting a non-inductivo 

resistance around the magnetizing coil. This shunt is 
selected of such a value that its resistance increases 

with temporature at the same rate as the resist mce of 

the aluminum disk. Therefore, when the temperature rises, 
more current flows through the magnetizing coil of the 

voltmeter, increasing the field strength in the desired 

proportion. 
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. 
PorUbie induction instruments have been used to i 

ooniderab1e extent, their inherent defects being pìrtia11y 

cornpensìtod for by their practical advantages. They have a. 

nearly closed magnetic circuit, and have fairly strong 

working fields; they are thus not sen1tive to external 

stray field. The moving element is simple and strong, has 

no windings, and hence requires no provision for leading 

current in and out. The scales are lo.g, it being possible 

to make them cover 300°, or even more. Such instruments 

may be used for commercial testing on definite frequencies, 

after calibration under conditions as nearly as possible 

like those under which the:- are used. They are not suitable 

for service where a wide range of frequency is met with. 

LNDICATING \VATPMEPERS. 

The function of these instruments is to give a direct 

reading of the power consumed in the circuit in which they 

are placed. The three typos are: 

Electrodynamometer. 

Induction. 

Hot -wire. 

Previously the ammeters and voltmeters falling under 
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the above types have been dealt with and th watmeters 

were left under a separate heading in the hope of making 

the descriptioi moro complete. 

TH! ELECTODYIOITER WkTTITER. It was pointed out that 

the electrodynamorneter voltmeter and ammeter would operate 

satisfactorily on either direct-current or alternting- 

current, this is also true of the wattmeter. 

This instrument has a stationary 'nd movable coil, the 

stationary coil consists of a few turns of heavy wire or 

strip connected in series with the circuit , as au ammeter. 

F. 

The moving coil consists of mmy turns of fine wire, and is 

similar to the moving coil in a D'Aronvtl type voltmeter; 

it is connected across the circuit with a highnon-inductive 

resistance R in serios with it. The forco of attraction 

between th two coils is proportional to th product of 

current by voltage, or the power in th circuit. 

This wattinotor, when calibrated, with direct-current, 

indicates power accurately when used with alternating- 

current, providing the inductance of the voltae coil 

is negligibly small. 

Mr. E. B. Rosa (U.S. Bureau of Standards Bulletin riO. 

48) gives some of the difficulties met with in using the 
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eloctrodrnamometr for precise measurements. It reads as 

follows: Two circuit electrodynaìnometers are very commonly 

used wattmeters, with a high resitanoe in the potential 
circuit. Por the measuring the power in circuits of relatiye- 
ly high electromotive forceand of large power factor, the 
effect of the usually small inductance of the coils of the 

potential cirouitand of any slight eddj currents that ma 

be present is negligible. But when the watttnoter is used 

on circuits of very low electromotive force, where the 

resistance of the potential circuit must be made small, or 

when the power is very small, these sources of error may 

important. It is therefore douirtble to use the 

same compensation of resistance in par'tllel with capacity 
in precision wattmoters as is used in two circuit ammeters, 

and also to tout for the presence of edd: currents. If 
these eddy currents are in the metallic part of the instru- 
ment(the field conductors beinkE- so thoroughly stranded and 

insulated a to obviate them in the field windirigs), they 
may be fully cornpens ted for by a loop in the potential 
circuit, placed inductively with respect to the field.. If, 
however , tiie are in the field coils themselves, this 
compenstion for their torque still leaves a possible 
source of error- namely, in the different distribution of 

the alternating current in the field coils from that of the 

direct current eknployed. in calibrating the instrument. The 
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field coils should therefore be carefully protected. from 
eddy currents by making thorn of insulated strands. 

It can be shown for low power factors that the electro- 
dynanioinetor type of wattmeter reads high, axd when th 
angle of lag of the current behind the electromotive force 
in the otential circuit ecuals the angle of lag of the 
external circuit, the .ritrument read.s correctly, ignoring 
of course any error due to eddy currents. 

Let W = the true power. 

w = wattmeter reading. 
a = angle of lag of the current behid th e.m.f. 

in the external circuit. 
b angle of lag of the current behind the e.m.f. 

due to the inductance of the poten';ial circuit. 

'i 

Then the true power I = E I cos a. (i) 
wattinoter reading w o I cos(a - b). 

=Fcos b Icos(a-b) (2) 
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Solving for I in (:2) and. substituting in (i), we have 

U 
- cos b cos(a-bY 

1xpndin cos(-b) and dividing both sides of tho equation 

by co acos-b, we get 

W w l+tj.n2b 
l+tan atn b 

The wattmeter reading w will equal the true watts VI 

when the expression (l+tanb), (ltan atan b)=l which will 

ì.e the ce when b=O or when a=b. It i evident from 

equation (3) that vi will be larger th Vi when a is i 
large angle, the error may be decreased, however, by making 

angle b as small as possible. 

INDTJCTIO1 V1ATTMFTERS. In the previous discussion of 

induction type voltmeters and ammeters, two methods were 

available for producing the necessary rot ting field, (1) 

the shielded. pole,(2) the split circuit. With wattmoters 

the second method only is available as it is essential for 

tho accuracy of the wattmeter that the potential flux 

should be exactly 900 out of phase with th t due to the 

current coil. 

The working of an induction wattrneter is shown dia- 
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grammatically in Fig. 12. Assuming that the potential circuit 

has no resistance, then it will be pure inductance, and the 

flux due to the current in the coil A will lag 9Q0 behind 

L 

E 

the voltage at its terminals. A current will be induced in the 

disk, in phase with the voltage (because 9Q0 out of phase 

with the flux prodtiing it). This induced current will bo 

in phase with the flux due to the current coil B, therefore 

the resultant torque is proportina1 to the product of the 

impressed voltage by the current, or I, if the load current 

and voltage are in phase. 

AS it is impossible to have the potential coil without 

resistance, the method 

is shown in the vector 

electromotive force of 

with , the current in 

flux due to the shunt 

of bringing the fluxes in quadrature 

diagram. Let E represent the 

the circuit and I, 'hich is in phase 

the series coils. F represents the 

3oils which are made as inductive 
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inductive as posib1e in order tht the flux may be dis- 

placed ipproxirnately 900 from the flux due to the currentl. 

In reality the current in the potetial circuit lags less 

tii;tfl 900 iue to ohmic reitance. io pLtce the shunt 

flux in xct quadratura. compensating coils aro attached 

to the poles of the magnetic circuit nd short-circuited. 

An electromotive force E is induced in them and a current 

IO floivs, which owing to induct.nce is not in ph'se with 

Es The flux passing through the disk is the resultant 

of the fluxes F5 and. F0, i.nd by adjusting the resistance 

of the short-circuited econdìry1 and consequently the value 

of I , the flux angle between E and I may be made ex.ctly 

900. This is true with the exception th t owing to hyster- 

esis and edd: currents in the magnetic circuit of the 

current coil, its flux will not be exactly in phase with the 
dìe rô 

current. AloAthe copper and iron losses in the pressure coi 

the resultant flux will not be exactly 900 out of phase :ith 

the voltage. 

It follows th:t lt is not easy to insure that the flux 

due to the potential coil shall be exactly 9Q0 out of phase 

with that due to the current coil. The effect of any such 

discrepancy on the reading i similar to that discussed in 

in the case of dyi'iamometer instruments, due to inductance in 

the potential circuit. Thoerror is small at high power- 

factors, and. increases rapidly as the power-factor is reduced. 
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The scale o. the inducti3n wattmeter my be extended over 
3QQO or more. Edgcuinbe in "Industrial Electrical Measuring 

Instruments" gives the following: A 100. rise or fall in 
temperature will introduce an error of from i to 4 per cent; 
for frequency change of 10% the error is from 3 to 6 per cent; 
the effect of the changes of wave-form ire relatively small 
although a peaked wave gonerallYmakes the wattmeter read low. 

This typo of instrument is robust, hs a high torque and 

is usod extensively in practice. It cm be used. on alternating 
current only and is clibrated through the medium of dyna- 

mornetr instruments which in turn have been previously stand- 
ardizod on direct-current. 

HOToWIRE 1AT TER. Roller in "Electric and Lagnetio Meas- 

urements' gives a description of an Ingenuous Instrument pro- 
posed by Bauch. As the hot-wire wattineter is used to a very 
limited extent in this country a discussion of it will not be 

taken up here. 

AUXILIARY A?PARTUS. 

In the measurement of alternating-current it becomes 

necessary to deal with high voltages. Liultipliers may be used 
with voltmeters and the potential coils of wattmeters, and 

shunts for current measurements. This necessarily means that 
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there is a high potential on the instruments which is danger- 

ous for the operator. Equally as good results may be obtained 

by substituting potential transformers for the multipliers 

and current transformers for the shunts. 

It is evident from what follows tht in accurate power 

measurements where potential and current transformers are used 

that the phase angles of e ch must be carefully determined. 

z 

z. 

Let the ratio of transformation in both th potential 

and current transformers be i : 1, and let I represent the 

current in the primary circuit; E the voltage in the primary 

circuit which is displaced from I by the angle a. The true 

power P = EI cos a. Nov: let a potential transformer be placed 

in th circuit to excite the volt coil of the wattmeter with 

the secondary e.m.f. E'Qf the transformer leading the primary 

by tho angle b. Due to induct nce in the potential oircui 

a dymrnometer wattrneter, the current in the potential coil is 

displaced from E' by the angle c which is a lag. If 1'! is the 

wattmoter red.ing, we have 

VI = E'Icos(a-b+c) 
(i) 
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If a current transformer is placed in the circuit to 

exeit th ourrrì Oollb c.0 thi w&ttmeter, with its becondary 

currnnt leading the primary by the angle d, then 

W = E'cos(a-b+c)I'cos a. s 

As the leding current tends to increase the displacement 

between E' and. I, we may write without error, 

W= E'I'cos(ab+c+d) (5) 

Thus, we see that a leading current in the current coil 

of the wattmeter, has the same effect as a lag in the poten- 

tial coil and may be corrected as such. 

From equation (3), cos(a-b+c+d) =\J apparent power-factor. 
E'I' 

Dividing equation (1) by (3) 'e get, 

P - Elcos a 
W - E'I'oos(a-b-'-c+dJ 

or p = Woos a VI x true power-factor (4) 
cos(a-b+o+d) apparent power-factor 

thr let the aflgle of the "apparent power factor x 

cos a = (x+b--d) 

Equation (4) is the expression for the correction to be 

applied to a wattmeter reading for the true power P, under the 

conditions stated when a current and potential transformers 
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are used. The reasoning ws based on a special caso, however, 

but taking due .ccount of signs whether lagging or leiding, 

the expression given holds true. 

Mr.Robinsbn (Proc. Â.I.E.!.vol.S.))states: In order to I 

keep the error due to phse-ngle within i per cent, if the sul 

of the correction angles is 30 minutes, correction must be 

applied after the power-fctor becomes lower than 0.7. At 

power-fictor 0. , the erDor due to this cause would amount 

to about 1.5 per cent and at power-fctor 0.1 to very nearly 

9 per cent. To keep within the same i per cent limit, as 

low s power-factor 0.11 the swn of the correction angles 

must be under 5 minutes. 

POTENTIAL TRAi3F0RIPRS. In the uso pf potential trns- 

formers for voltage measurements only, it Is essential tha 

the ratio of voltages be determined accurately within the 

range of voltage upofl which this piece of auxiliary appara- 

tus Is to be used. The method for making this test will be 

t ken up later under the heading Methods of Oi.libration. 

Thon a potenti.1 transformer is to be usod In con- 

nection with a wattineter, It Is essential not only to 

know tuo ratio of transformation but the phase-anglo 

between the primry nd secondary voltages. A load bet- 

ween the primary and secondary voltage In the potential 

transformer has the effect of a le ding current in the 

potential circuit of the wattmeter as hs been shown. 
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\ith th aid of a vector diagram the pha relation 

between the primar; and secondary voltages at once 

becomes evident. 

f 

In the figure tno arrow indicates the direction o 

rotation of the vectors. O. represents the magnetic flux 

linking both primar; and secondary winding. It induces 

in the secondary winding an electronotive force E.!,, aiid 

and in the primar; winding an electromotive force in the 

same direction but of different mignitude, fixed by the 

number of turns. Let be the number of turns in the 

primiry and Li the current thon N1M aro the current turns 

necessary to produce the flux Q. Denote the secondary 

current by 12 lagging behind the secondary voltage % 
by the .mgle a. 

The secondar; terminal electromotive force E2 

represents what is left after deducting the ohmic drop 

12r2 and 12x, the secondary ro etance. The vector Ir2 

is parallel to the secondary current the vector 12x2 

is perpendicular to the ve'otor 12 Let N2 represent the 
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number of secondary turns, then M, 2I and 

(Ii= primary current) may all be dram to the stme scale. 
Placing I2I2, pr:.11el to I, at the oxtremit,r of 

their vector sum .til1 be equal to N111. 

The electromotive force applied to the prim ry 

terminals may be separated into three components; the 
first balances the induced el3ctromotive force due to 

the flux Q and i represented by E; the second bal- 
ances the electromotive force duo to ohmic resistance, 
11r1 (the electromotive force vector parallel to 

the third balances the electrotnotiv3 force due to the 

reactance of the primary 11x1, perpendiculr to 11r1. 

The vector sum E1 of these three components must be the 

terminal electromotive force of the prirnr winding. 

By inspection of the above figure it my be seen 

thtt the angle between the primary and seoondLry voltages 
and may be 1800± some angle b. :r. Robinson in 

the Proceedings of the A.I.E.E. for July 1909 claims that 
in most commercial transformers th .t the angle b is 
loading. It is a10 evident that the value of the angle 

a, which is cetermined by the secondrtry load whether 

inductivo or non-inductive, has a direct bearing on the 

ratio of traxisfornatïon. 

In the use of poteìtia1 transfor;:ers with wattmoters 

lt is essontial that the ratio of transrormation be 
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known exactly for the load placed upon it, that is the 

rexlation of the transformer for different power-factors 

of secondary load. In the dyìiamometor type of wattineter 

the power-factor would be fairly high as there is little 

inductance in the potential coil, but in the induction type of 

instrument the inductsnco is high owing to the fact that 

it is necessary that the flux due to the potential coil 

be in quadrature to that of the current. low power- 

factor :i1l cause a decrease in he ratio of transfor- 

ruation. 

y deriving an equation for the potential transformer 

of a 1 1 ratio in terms of primary and secondary voltages, 

primary and secondary resistances and reactancos, magnet- 

izing current, power-factor of the external load, and the 

angle between the flux and magnetizing current, the effect 

of power-factor on the ratio and phase-angle may be 

studiod to better advantage. 

In the figure following all of the vectors are resolved 

into their horizontal and vertical components using the 

secondary voltage E as the x-axis. 
_g z 

E, DB + (1) 

= (.BF + D? 
)Z 

+ + AH 

BP AC = Ix2sjn(9O 

= I2xcos... - 

DF = GB = I1x1sln(90 

I,x1cos y 

j)t 
(2) 

- u) -Irsina. 

I2rsinu. (3) 

- y) - I, r1 siny. 

- I,r1 sin y. (4) 
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j_zsin a + .L1S1n ii siny= 
I 

co y = 'R 005 + ImCOS - 

Substituting sin y and. cos y in (4) we hive, 

DF Ix, cosa + cos B -Ir, sin a - Imri S1n 3. 

= O = I2xcos(9O - a) i- I2r2cos a. 

= I2xsin a + Ircos a. (5) 

= OH = Ix1cos(9O - y) + Ir, cos y. 

= I, xsin y + 1% r1 cos y. (6) 

Substituting tho v1ues for sin j and. cos y in (6) it gives, 

AB Ix, sin a + ImX, sin B + 12r, cosa + Ir, cos B. 

Substituting in (2) we hive, 

E= ftXco a -'; sin a + Ix, cas a + Ix, cos B 

- 12r1 sin u - I,r, sin I2xsin a 

+ Ir cas a + Ix1 sin a + Imx1 sin B + Irr, cas a 

+ I,r1 cos 
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- E= [icos cL(x2+ x4 - ILsin u(r2+ r) + L,jx,00s B - r sin1 

+Ç+ IgSiIl u.(ì+ x) + Icosa(r+ r1) + 

I,,,(xsln B + reos (7) 

Angle B - 90 - (z + p). 

therefore sin B = oos z 008 p - ein z in p. (8) 

008 B BIfl Z 008 p + 008 z sui p. (9) 

sin p BP i. E = BF V(E,+ ocr + 

4Ixcos a -Ir sin a) f 

i'(E+ I2xsin u + Ircos aY + (I2x2cos a -Irsi a2 

cos p (E+ 0K) ,. V(E2+ OKY + (BF). 

= (E2+ Ix28in u + I2roos u) 

V'(Ea+ I2xsin a + Ircos a) + (Ixcos a -Irein c 

Substituting the expressions derived, for sin p and cos p in 

(8) and (9) and in turn substituting the new v..lue of 

sin B and cos B in (7) we have, 

E-oos cz(xL-. ;) -Isin a(r+ r) + IJc, sin z(E+ Ixsina 
+ Ir2oos a) 

V(E+ Ixsin a + Iroos aY +(I2x2ooe u -Irain u) 
- r, cos z(E2+ I!xsin a + Ir2oos f 

V(E2+ IXSifl u + Ir2oos aY + (Ix2cos a - I2r2sin a 

+-Isin a(x+ x) + Icos a(r+ ;) + I,,. 

x1cos z(F.+ Ixsin u + I2r2cos a) *. 

V(E+ I!xZsin a + I2r2cos a)z + (I2xoos a - 

+ + r, sin z(E+ Ix,sin a + I2r2ooe u) s 

i/(E2+ Ix2sinu + Ircos u)' + (Ix2cos a -Irsin Cb) 
I 
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In making substitutions in the above expression it 

was :found more convenient to wor out a serios of values 

for sin B and Cos B. In solving for the angle between the 

primary and secondry voltages, E1 is the hïpotenuse of 

a right-angled triangle in which the first half of (10) is 

the side opposite and the second half the side adjacent. 

Let the side opposite be represented by M and the side 

adjacent by IT therefore, 

b = tan-i- M 

To note the changes in ratio and. phase-angle for 

various loads and. different power-factors, data was taken 

from a 100-watt Vie&tinghouse potential trnsformer from 

the low voltage side. 

Resistance of secondary = 0.6 ohms. 

Magnetizing cui'rent = 0.4 amperes. 

Voltage = 128. 

The following assumptions were mide: 

(1) Ratio = 1:1. 

(2) Primary resistance = socond.ry resistance 0.6 ohms 

(3) Primary reactance = secondary reactance and primary 

reactance was taken as 2.5 timos the pr&mary 

resistance. 

(4) The angle z between the magnetizing current and 

the flux vector which is constant was assumed to 

De 1°. 
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With the above data substitutions were !nado in the 
formu1 derived with diferent loads (from 0.1 to i amp.) 
at unity power-factor and again with the si.me loads at a 

power-factor of 0.5. The results are tabulated below and 
were plotted. 

____ ________ Ratio I b. 
128 128.87 .993 0 0 QO 2' lagging. 
128 128.99 .992 0.1 0 OO t leading. 
128 129.23 .990 0. O 0°' 22' " 
128 129.40 .990 0.5 0 0° 37' " 
128 129.77 .96 0.75 0 00 58' " 
128 129.80 .985 1.00 0 10 13, " 

123 128.87 .993 0 60° 00 2' lagging. 
128 129.19 .990 0.1 600 0° 0' 30" " 
128 129.83 .985 0.3 60° 00 2' loading. 
1.8 130.47 .981 0.5 60° ° 4 t? 

128 131.27 .975 0.75 60° 0° 7' 
128 13L.00 .969 1.0060° 0° 10' 30' 1eding. 

It is interesting to note tìì. for 1o:; ïower_ftctors 
the ratio is affected most with but slight variations in 
the phase-anglo. The reverse is true for unity power-factor, 
hence with djnamorneter type of instrurerits as a load the 
phase-angle between trie primary and secondary voltages 
must receive careful attention, while with induction 
instruments, the ratio if not taken into account will 
cause serious error. 
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CURRENT T.NSFOR.ERS. This piece of apparatus, like its 

mate the potential transformer, is used. extensively on 

alternating-current circuits in connection with measuring 

Instruments; with a variable ratio current transformer 

one instrument may be employed to measure a wide rango of 

currents. 

In the potentitl transformer the ratio and phase 

anglo between voltages on varying power-factors are 

reiuired., for current transformers the ratio and phase-angle 

between currents on varying power-factors are ulo 

rejuired, the value of the power-factor in both cases 

being governed. by the impedance in the secondary circuit. 

Using the same vector diagram and notation for the 

current transformer as that for the potential trans- 
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former we may neglect 11r1 and 11x1, thus causing E to 

coincide with Ej. Let x be the 3.ngle between E and I, 

and z the angle between Ej and the exciting current M. 

The anglo between and. I villi be l8O°±y. Without 

sensible error we may d.lregard 12r. and 12x2, thu8 

bringing E2 in phase with E. Then let the angle between 

12 and E be a. 

Drawing another figure and using flux and induced. 

electromotive force as axes, an expression for the ratio 

of transformation may be obtained in terms of magnet- 

izing current M, primary current I and secondary 

current 12 all expresecÎ In ampere turns. 

emf 

Then 4_ (12005 a+Llcos z) + (I2sin a+Isin z)2 (1) 
'2 12 

or ratio i osa + Mcou z 

2 

+(19sln a + Mein z)2 (2) 

To observe the effect of a change in power-factor, 

or impedance in th secondary circuit, on the ratio with 

and 12 constant let aO and. equation (2) becomes, 
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+ 2M(Ipcos z + 

I 

thon lot the power-f .ctor of the secondary circuit equal 

z and the expression rducos to 

I.+M 
12 

thus for the same load and the angle a. increasing, the 

r.tio 11/12, increabe or reversing the ratio as is 

usually the case the ratio would decrease. It is evident 

that as instruments are added to the seconth.ry circuit 

the impedances ;ill be incroased,(therefore the angleu), 

with a corresponding chango in ratio. 

The angle between the primary and secondry current, 

or phase angle, is our next considertion. Referring 

to the abov' figure where I, 12 and M are plotted as 

ampere-turns, we may obtain for analytical purposes an 

exprossion for y in terms of magnetizing ampere-turns, 

secondary ampere-turns and their angles. From the 

figure lt miy b seen that, 

-1 M sin(z-a) y= tan __________ 
12 + M cos(z-a) 

As the angle a ii doterinined by the impedance of 

the secondary circuit, let us suppose that this angle 

were zero, tiit-fl y woulu. be waximuxfl With a lo4ing 

current. Again suppose u=Z, then y=O; upon increasing 

the vilue of u the resulting relation between Il and 
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I would be lagging and the angle negativo ith respect 

to u=O. It is evident therefore, that upon making phase 

angle determinations that to angles of equal magnitude 
may be obtained and to determine whether it is 1lagging 

or leading angle, a non-inductive load should be placed 

in the secondry circuit which would make u=O and 

therefore indicate a le.ding angle. 

It has been shown that a leading current in the 

secondary with respect to the primary h s the se effect 
as lagging currnt in the current coils of a wattmeter. 
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METHODS OF CALIBRATING COMIERCIA1 INSTRUMEiTS. 

In calibrating commercial instruments, they must be 

compared with precision instruments and the latter must 

agree with the standard units as legalized b the United 

States Government. The following are the dofin.tions taken 

from the Bureau of Standards Bulletin Vol.1, No.1.: 

LEGAL D'FIllITION OF THE ELECTRICAL u:::Ts IN TH 

UNITED STATES. 

(ct approved July 12 184) 

Be it enactod,&c., That from and after the pge of 
this act the legal units of electrical measure in the 

United States shall be as follows: 

First. The unit of resistance shall be what is iown 

as the international ohm, which is substantial- 

Ohm. ly equal to one thOu8afld million units of 

resistance of the centimeter-gram-second system 

of electromagnetic units, and is represented by the resistance 

offered to an unvarying electric current by a colinn of mer- 

cury at the temperature of melting ice fourteen and four 

thousand five hundred and twenty-one ten-thousandths gram in 

m.-iss, of a constant cross-sectional area, and. of the length 

of one hundred and. six aM three-tenths contimeters. 
Second. The unit of current sh.tll be whit is known as 
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the intorntional impere, which is one-tenth of the unit of 

current of the centimeter-gram-second system 

Ampere. of electro-magnetic units, and is the prao- 

tical eu1valent of the unv.ry1ng current, 

which, which when passed through solution of nitrate of 

silver in water in accordance with standard specific.tions, 

deposits silver t the rate of one thousand one hundred 

and eighteen millionths of a gram per second. 

Third. The unit of electro-motive force shall be whit 

is known as the international volt, which is 

Volt. the electro-motive force that, steadily 

applied to a conductor ehose resistance is one 

internìtional ohm, will produce a current of one intrnation- 

al ampere, and is practically eqt.ivalent to one thousand 

fourteen hundred and thirty-fourths of the electro-motive force 

between the oies or electrodes of the voltaic cell knovrn as 

Clark's cell, at a temperature of fifteen degrees centigrade, 

and i prepared in the manner described in the standard 

specifications. 

Fourth. The unit of quantity shall be what is known as 

the internationtl coulomb, which is the 

Coulomb, quantity of electricity transferred by a 

current of one international ampere in one 

second. 
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Fifth. The unit of capacity shall be what is known 

as the international farad, which is the 
Farad.. capacity of a condenser charged to a poten- 

tial of one international voitby one inter- 
nttional coulomb o electricity. 

Sixth. The unit of work shall be the joule, which is 
eual to ten million units of work in the 

Joule. centimeter-grain-second system, and which is 
practically equivalent to the energy expended 

in one second by an international ampare in an internation- 
al ohm. 

Seventh. The unit of power shall be the watt, which is 
equal to ten million units of power in the 

Vlatt. centimeter-grain-second system, and which is 
practically equivdent to the work don at 

the rate of one joule per secon. 
Eighth. The unit of induction shall be the henry, which 

is th induction in a circuit when the electro- 
Henry. motive force induced in this circuit is one 

international volt while the inducing current 
varies at the rate of one ampere por second. 

Sec. 2. That it shLll be the' duty of the Nationl 
cadomy of Sclmncos to prescribe and publish, as soon as 

possible after the passage of this act, such specifications 
of detail as shall be necessary for the practtcal applica- 
tion f the definitions of tue ampere and volt hereinbefore 
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given, anö. such specifications shall be the standard specifi- 
cations herein mentioned. 

A Coiittee of the National Academy of Sciences sub- 

mitted specifications to the above named organization which 

were accepted and. unanimously adopted on February 9, 1895. 

From the foregoing we see that the apparatus and con- 

ditions for the legal ohm are sp3clfiod., therefore using this 
as a basis upon which to work, standards of resistance can 

be constructed of solid metals, preferably manganin, which 

has a negligible temperature coefficient. 
The legal ampere is defined and the apparatus specified 

exactly; as this apparatus is too slow and clumsy for prLc- 

tical use, a galvanometer or an electrod.yriamometer controlled 
by a torsion head. may be c Llibrated to read directly in 

amperes. 

The legal volt is specified and. also specifications 
given for the equivalent in the Clark cell; the electromotive 

force of the latter changes aprociab1y with a change of 

temperature and ith age; another cell which has an almost 

negligible temperature coefficient and better suited for 

engineering work is the '7estori cadmium cell. The noal 
voltage of this coil is 1.01985 volts, at any temperature 

between 10°C. and. 35°C. 

The figure shows the method of checking the three 

standards: viz, those of current, electromotive force and 

reiiitnce. 
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VOLL1ETR AUD aLLETR cALIBRATII:. Having our primary 
standards calibrated to conform to the legal units, our next 

step is to check an accurately constructed voltmeter and. 

ammeter against the above rnentiDnod standards. For rapidity 

and ease, deflection instruments of the electrodynamometer 

type, which may be used on either alternating or direct 

current, are usually selected. 

The calibration of the selected secondary st'rndards ts 
accomplished by the use of a potentiometer, the operation 

of which briefi is as foil r' 
51 L o .9 
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d C// 

The standard. cell b Liae; 
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d ,Tes,5tance 

the unkìiovm voltage but is not used. as a source f current. 

The zero method is used.Therefo it is not necessary to 

know the galvanometer constant, ?he errors of this piece of 

ippiratus are due to the inequality of the resistances of the 

slide wire AB. The potentiometers on the market, hoviover, 
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are so arranged tht the uniformity of the resistance of 
the slide viremay be chocked e1uickly and accurately. 

Ieferring to the figure ;hich is a set up for t volt- 
metec clibrtion, a slide-wire T is connected in series 
with one or tv:o storage cells Ba. and a regulating rheOstat 
K; a constant current is thus esttblished in ST. Any desire1' 

volt.ge drop may be had between the contacts C and D b 

moving them alèng the 
slide-wire1 or by regulating the rheo- 

statK. The contact C is for crude regulation, D for fine 
regul .tion. The drop between C and D is balanced against the 
standard cell and. against the unknown electromotive force in 
succession. A balance i recognized b:. the galvanometer 
needle returning to zero. The ratio of the engths C-D iïi 
the two cases is eual to the ratio of the e.rn.f.'s under 
ouLupcibon, provid.ed ti current in ST rewains constan. y 

means of the double-throw switóh L connections are conven- 
iently changed from the standard cell to the unknovn e.m.f., 
and back. 

In order to make the arrangement direct-reading, the 
contacts C and D are set beforehrnd so as to balance the 
volt ge of the standird cell at th proper divisions of the 
scale. The switch L is thrown to the left, nd the rheostat 
K adjusted until the galvanometer returns to zero. Then the 
sv.'itch is thrown to the right, and the galvanometer balance 
agdn obtained by shifting C and D. 
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The potontiomotor c'üe usu.11y hs a range of 1.5 volts, 

so that voltFes bolo' this limit my be directly compared 
to tht of . standard. cell. 'or voltages ibove 1.5, a 

multiplier or volt-box Is usod. It consists of a high rosis- 

tance with taps at a kno.'n part of It, such as i/io, 1/loo etc. 

Again referring to the figure, the unknown e.m.f. Is connected 

across JH; the terrninLis EH are connected to the terminals 

of the potentiometer 5 and 6. Then If the unkriovm voltage 

be y 110 the risLno ietween i be lj'iOO of th 

total resIstance of the volt-box, the voltage drop across 

IH Is 1.1 and can be compared directly to the e.m.f. of the 

st:-i.ndard ccli. By this rnehod voltages a 

millivolt to severl thousand v3lts can be accurately com- 

pared to the e.m.f. of a st'indard cell. 

modification of the set up shovrn in the figure will 

have to be made for checking ammeters against a stmdard cell. 
The volt-box is rep1ac'd bL a standì.rd. shunt and the connect 

tions are those shorn to the right o the figure. The resis- 

tance of the shunt is accurately knovm as well as the curren' 

capacity and for different values of current they are so 

selected that the drop of poteìial across th terminais 

does not exceod 1.5 volts; if It does not exceed one volt 

the potentiometer ,iill he direct reading. By selecting 

shunts with the proper r:nge, currents my be measured from 
a small fraction of an ampere to many thnusand. 
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Vlith secondary standards calibrated as described above, 
they are now available for use in chocking commercial volt- 
meters and ammeters for either direct or alternating current. 

The fiu.re belov how the uul method o connecting 
up for a voltmeter otlibration for voltages up to 600. Above 
that on alternating current, potential transformers are 
used. The exct rat-jo of trnformation must be kno1'n and 
the method of determining it will be taken up later. 

"7der te.,ì 

Ammeters for both alternating and direct current may 
be calibrated as connectedwithin the ordinary range, but 
for large currents on alternating currant circuits current 
transformers aro used. The nmeter is usually calibrated 
separatemd the ratio of the transformer determined. 

5to' ?mrn.ter 

U,'øe, )t 

INDIC &TING IAPTTERS. In selecting a secondary standard 
for the measurement of vatts, an indicating instrument of 
the electrodrnamometer type is to be preferred, is it may 

be used on both alternating and direct current. In check- 
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ing it against primary standards, two potentiometers should 
be used, one for checking the potential coil and the other 
for the current coil. By this means the errors are reduced 
over that by using the product of the voltmeter nd ammeter 

readings of the seconthry standards. 
Such an instrument with known corrections could be used 

for ctlibrating indicating wattinetors of the induction type, 
and in conjunction with an accurate stop-watch to check 

rotating standards and watt-hour meters. 
In connecting up the secondary standard with the 

meter under test, care must be taken that the potential coils 
of both wattmneters be connected to one point ahead of the 

instruments as shown. This eliminates the error of the 

secondary standard indicating the porter consumed in the 

potential coil of the instrument under test when connected 
as shown by the dotted lines. On an alternating current 
circuit with both instruments having a light lo.d, the 

error would be still more pronounced due to the potential 
coil of the wattmeter under testbeing inductive. The 

secondary standard would be measuring an inductive load 
(highly so in the oase of induction instruments), which 
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means th Lt the current and o.m.f. villi be displaced thereby 
causing 4The inductmoo error of the electradyìiamornetor 

instrument to be more pronounced. 

it is necessary to knov; the performnoe and accuracy 

of vzattmeters, both indicting .nd watt-hour instruments 
on inductive loads, the pot'er-factor rnging from 0.1 to 

unity. A convenient method of scortaining this is shov:n 

in the figure. 

Phase 1q 

The wattmoter is connected to one phase of a two ph'.se 

three wire circuit, r is a non-inductive load on phase B, 

the current flowing through the series coils thereby being 
in ph.se with the e.m.f. of phase B. Aiiother resistance R 

or load is connected across phase A through an ammeter A. 

Thus we have two currents displaced by 90° flowing through 

the current coil or the wattmotor. The displacement of the 

current from the voltage in phase B Is denoted by tana = 

A/B, where is the angle of displacement. A small reading 

on ammeter B should give a reading on the viattmeter, which 

if the wattineter is correct should remain the same through 

any variation of reading of the mmeter A, however, both 
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drna.mometer and induction type *attmeters read high on 

inductive lod and thIs method only serves as an approxirnatu 

check on the accuracy of the Instri.ent. 
For accurate measurements with a dynamometer via.ttmeter 

it is important to ascertain whether the current in the 

potential coil leads or lags behind the current In the main 

circuit. Exact measurements of resIstance, capacity and 

inductmce should be made and from this the angle obtained 
b computation. Edgoumbe in 'Industrial Electrical Ie.asur- 
Ing Instrwnents' claims that in improperly designed instru- 
ments tht the c pacity of the potential coils is juite 
apr)reciable. 

Mr. Robert V!. Paul, instrument maker of London, uotes 
an article by 1fr. .3eattie in the London Electrician,Vol. 
48, page 818, on a means of determining the angle of phtse 
displacement of the current and e.m.f. in the potentitl coil 
of a dynamometor wattmoter. His method consisted in doubling 
the inductance of the potential coil víithout changing its 
resistance, and subtracting algebraically from the original 
reading, the change of the reading thereby produced. 

TRtNSFORMERS. As has been pointed out previously in the use 

of current and potential transformers accurate determinations 
must be made of the ratio and phase-angle, and when once 

calibrated these pieces of auxiliary apparatus may be classed 
as precision instruments. Tot only must the ratio be 
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determined for one power-factor but for ll ranges for which 

lt is expected tht the instrument will ho used. 

Mr.L.T.Robinson,in the Proceedings of the A.I.E.E. or 

¡uly 1909, takes up in detail the checking of potential 

and current transformers for ratio .nd phase-angle under 

all of the conditions that they would bo subjected to in 

pr.ct ice. 
r 

D one) 

-, te,,1 

The above figure shovs the app.r.tus for a ratio test 

of a potential transformer. This i suitable for any 

frequency and the common voltages met with. The resistances 

R1 and R2 are connected across the primary circuit with 

taps for various voltages, so that about 10 ohms per volt 

may be used. The primary and secondary are connected 

together and to the ground as shown. The polcrlty is such 

tli.t the jotenti1 ri £rom the ground üng the secondary 
of the transformner is in the same direction as that from the 

ground along the main primary resistance. By shifting the 
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moving contact until a zero deflection is obtained, the 
rt;lo rioulci be, 

R1 + 

It mî be been that the ratio lb easily found for any 

value of inductive or non-inductivo load up to the capacity 
of the tr.tnsformer. 

The connections and apparatus for the phse-ang1e 
test are given below. 

TI 

p) 

r 

The 3-phase line current is brought to a phase shifter 
(described in dotall by Shi.rp and Crawford of July 1910 

Proceecdng of the nci to the 1oi voitat:e bide 
of a stop up transforLner. duolicate of the transformer 
being tostod m'iy be used for stepping up the voltage. 
Current from the secondary of the phase shifter is passed 
in series through the currnt coils of two damometers, 
usually of 5 amperes cp'tcity, the amount being controlled 
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by a suitable resistance R in series. The same resistance 
used. in the ratio test and ts sho7n, is connected in 
Lnultiplo withe the primary of the transformer in test, 
and the drop across coniderale portion of it is used 
to excite the moving coil of the primary dynamometer. The 

The second.ry voltage of the transformer in test is used 
to excite the potential coil of the secondary dyïamometor 
thrugi-i the resistance r5. The load on the transformer 
under test is then adjusted to the proper current and 

power-fctor, and the phase is shifted until the primary 
dynamometr reads zero. The phase-angle between the 
prirnar and secondar: force is then, 

y = 
E x 

where is the reading of the secondi.ry dynamometer, 
is the voltage across the secondary of the transformer in 
test nd 1f left in must be considered part of the load, 

is the reading of the ammeter. Both of the reflecting 
dynamometers should be accurately calibrated with two 

potentiometers. 

The method described by Mr. Robinson for calibr Lting 
current transformers for ratio and phse-angle is similar 
to that for potential transformers. He gives the one 

mentioned hore as preferable to some four or five other 
methods for speed and accuracy. 

For the ratio test of curr.nt transformers, the 
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app.ratub i shown in the figure, two reflecting dynamometers 

with their shunts are requird, which admit o accurate 

c:tlibration on direct current with potentiometer. The 

instruments used. measure watts lost in the shunts and the 

deflection i thorerore pro port in .l to the square of the 

current. 

7.5eco ,dcr , Dyiicivome1er ÇPrimary J)y/7c'n7c'fnetec 

Tco'?5Íorn7er »7 k7 

5h.,r,f 

If I on calibration gve a deflection Y!, and I a 

deflection W; as each is proportional to the square of the 

current the true ratio would be, 

Ç £ 'Ic 
Inçkecking a transformer with the connections as 

shown, the primarj dynamometer is brought to a reading YI 

corresponding to and the secondry dynamometer reading 

noted. The ratio expressed above will then be the ratio 

of transformation. 

Some difficulty may be experienced. with the inductance 

of the shunts with currents of 500 amperes or more. The 
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phase-angle due to this Inductance must be determined as lt 
is necessary in order to apply the correction bo the 
dynamometers. In the proceedings of the .I.E.E. Vol.29, 
Sharp and Crawford give an accurate method for determining 
this phase-anglo. 

For a phase-angle determination of a current transformer 
the same appar'tus is required. with the exception of the 
shunts and a phase shifter in addition. 

Dy '70'?? (Ìflete( 

Load 

o- - - - --- 
- - -o 

rr,n5for'77er 1/7 tesi: 

The current windingsof the dyìiamonieters are in the 
primary and secondary as shown; the potential coils are 
connected to a phase shifter, this phase-shifter being 

rotated until the primary dy11mometer reads zero. The 

phase angle then is, 

B sin 
1! X 

where I is the secondary current in the transformer, V 
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the watts read on the dynamomoter and E is the voltge of the 

phase shifter. 


